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or whether the revelation of country stars had stimulated my
interest, I became very astronomically minded about this time. A
natural reader of maps, I saw the world as a whole on this globe,
as if I were seated on the edge of the moon; and one day, when I
was "teacher," I turned the globe and expounded to Clare what
the earth looked like from the moon.
Clare was fascinated. Under such encouragement, I developed
this theme until I had what I called a lecture entitled "A Trip to
the Moon," delivering it to a spellbound audience of one. When our
cousins Henry and Ruby next came to Evamere, Clare begged me
to repeat the entertainment for them, which I did. They must have
liked it, for I remember being called upon to give it every time
they visited us.
My memory of the "lecture" itself is confused, possibly because
my talk itself was confused likewise. At any rate, as I think back
now, I seem to have regarded myself in some fashion as being on
both the moon and the earth at the same time. This day-dream
developed until I conceived the idea of a balloon in which people
could rise to the moon and look down upon the world's spaces
where men had never been. Who could provide such a balloon if
not the government; and who was the government if not Mr. Butter-
worth, our congressman from that district, who was a friend of the
family and sometimes visited us, when Father was in Hudson?
So I wrote to Congressman Butterworth, outlining my plan and
venturing the hope that I might be taken along as a passenger. The
statesman replied, in a letter which was preserved for me, that while
the suggestion was praiseworthy, the project, he feared, was too vast
for even Congress to undertake. Thirty-five years later I was
actually in a balloon, the dirigible Norge, crossing a wide area of
the unexplored Arctic. I can, therefore, only regard this early
mental adventure as prophetic.
But life at Hudson was not all imaginary journeys into space,
not all field meets on my cinder-tratk. I was still the diffident,
obstinate, half-rebellious sprig of humanity, uninterested in the
usual boyish delights, living within my own imagination and dully
bored by it. While I remember Hudson wirh more pleasure than
Chicago, still my years there are none that I would want to re-
capture. I was not yet awake to life.

